BOARD MEETING AGENDA
*FEBRUARY 5-6, 2018
Vern Riffe Center – 17TH Floor – Hearing Room

Monday, February 5, 2018
10:00 a.m. A. ROLL CALL

B. ADJUDICATIONS**
- Marcella Isemann, RPh—Newton, Ohio
  - Respondent’s Attorney: Brian Good
  - State’s Attorney: Yvonne Tertel

C. BOARD BUSINESS
Reports and Correspondence***
- Medical Board PAPC Committee(Cox)
- MMAC Report (Passafume)
- Staff Reports (Schierholt)
  - Compliance Report (Griffin)
  - OARRS Report (Garner)
  - Legal Report (Dehner)
  - Executive Director Report (Schierholt)

1:00 p.m. D. NEW BUSINESS/Continued Board Reports
- Licensing Report (Galante)

1. Wholesaler- Responsible person on more than one location Josh Weinmann
   - Nyeco Gas, Fostoria, Ohio TDDD # 01-2659050
   - Nyeco Gas, Sandusky, Ohio TDDD # 01-2659100
   - Nyeco Gas, Northwood, Ohio TDDD # 01-2659150
   - Nyeco Gas, Tiffin, Ohio TDDD # 01-2659050

2. Responsible person on both PMC & OBOT Luis Pagani, MD
   - Pagani Neurological Institute, INC, Cincinnati, Ohio TDDD# 02-2128400
   - Pagani Neurological Institute, INC, Cincinnati, Ohio TDDD# pending

3. Non-Physician Owner OBOT
   - Buckeye Clinic, Columbus, Ohio TDDD# pending
     Dr. Ranjana Sinha, MD
   - Rich Health and Wellness, Amanda, Ohio TDDD# pending
     Dr. Jason Rich, MD
   - Peak Health Services, LLC
     Dr. Richard DeFranco, MD
4. RPH- Responsible Person on more than one location
   Nathaniel Thompson, License # 03-1-27494
   • Thompsons Pharmacy, Columbus, Ohio TDDD# 02-2777300
   • Thompsons Pharmacy Georgesville, Columbus, Ohio TDDD# 02-2853950

5. PMC- Responsible person on more than one location
   Fares Raslan, MD
   • Northcoast Pain Management Associates, INC, Westlake, Ohio TDDD# 02-2144950
   • Northcoast Pain Management Associates, INC, Westlake, Ohio TDDD# 02-2847350

6. Responsible Person Requirements for Licensure

E. LEGISLATIVE/RULES UPDATE & RESOLUTIONS (McNamee)
   1. Approval of Administrative Rules for Filing with CSI and JCARR
   2. Appointment of 2018 Rules Review Committee Members
   3. Appointment of Home Medical Services Advisory Council
   4. Resolution: Influenza Outbreak Management in Long-Term Care Facilities

Tuesday, February 6, 2018
9:00 a.m.    A. ROLL CALL

B. ADJUDICATIONS**
   • Kevin Chakos, RPh—Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
     ▪ Respondent’s Attorney: John Irwin
     ▪ State’s Attorney: Yvonne Tertel
   • Selvia Kolta, RPh—Aurora, Ohio
     ▪ Respondent’s Attorney: Levi Tkach
     ▪ State’s Attorney: Yvonne Tertel

1:30 p.m.    RECIPROCITY—31ST FLOOR, ROOM SOUTH B&C

C. ADJUDICATIONS CONTINUED

D. LEGISLATIVE/RULES UPDATE & RESOLUTIONS (Continued) (McNamee/Dehner)
   • Review of Draft Hearing Rules

E. NEW BUSINESS (Continued)